Sensitivity of narrow- and wideband LNA performance to individual transistor model parameters
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Although it is desirable for a transistor model to be as accurate as possible the extraction of model parameters from fabricated transistors is a time consuming and often costly process. An investigation of the sensitivity of LNA performance characteristics to individual parameters of the physics-based standard HBT model HICUM/L2 was therefore done to gain preliminary insight into the most important parameters for transistors used in actual circuits. This can potentially allow less strenuous accuracy requirements on some parameters which would ease the extraction process. Both a narrow- and a wideband LNA configuration were investigated. It was found that the series resistance parameters have a large impact on LNA gain, $S_{11}$ and NF performance in both cases. Since the narrow band LNA relies heavily on the transistor characteristics to provide proper matching it was also very sensitive to changes in the parameters used in modelling the high frequency current gain and depletion capacitances of the transistor.
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1. Introduction
Transistor models are evaluated on how accurately they reflect the measured characteristics of fabricated transistors. It is desirable for these models to be as accurate as possible; however, extraction of model parameters from fabricated transistors is a time consuming and often costly process. The more physical effects a transistor model covers, the greater the number of model parameters to extract usually becomes. The latest level 2 high current model (HICUM/L2 \cite{1}) for example has 114 model parameters.

This complexity creates a need for knowing how inaccuracies in model parameters affect the most important characteristics of actual circuits. This could potentially save much time and money by allowing less strenuous accuracy specifications for parameters involved in modelling characteristics which do not have a large effect on actual circuit performance. Apart from this, such a study provides vital feedback to the model developers regarding the importance of a group of model parameters with a significant impact on a particular kind of circuit.

An initial study was undertaken to investigate the sensitivity of the most important low noise amplifier (LNA) performance characteristics, namely the gain ($S_{21}$), input reflection...
coefficient ($S_{11}$) and noise figure (NF), when simulated using HICUM. Both a wideband and narrowband configuration were investigated using the HICUM level 2 v2.24 transistor model shown in Figure 1.

![HICUM level 2 v2.24 transistor model](image)

**Figure 1.** The HICUM level 2 v2.24 transistor model used to simulate all presented results.

Varying each model parameter in turn and comparing the resulting performance to the reference case over the frequency band of interest the sensitivity of these characteristics to the individual model parameters were found. These results are presented in the form of bar graphs showing the sensitivity of these characteristics to variations in the model parameters in a comparative format.

A SiGe process with an $f_T$ of 50 GHz has been considered in this work. The required HICUM parameters were generated with the integrated modelling tool TRADICA [2], which is an expert system allowing for the quick generation of consistent compact model parameters based on process information and device configuration.
2. LNA configurations and characteristics

To gain a more extensive understanding of the sensitivity of LNAs to model parameter variations both a narrowband and a wideband configuration was used. These are discussed briefly in the following subsections.

2.1 Inductive emitter degeneration

The inductive emitter degeneration technique is well known and has become possibly the most frequently implemented LNA configuration since its introduction [3]. The advantage of using this technique is that it is theoretically possible to obtain a simultaneous optimal noise and conjugate input match through proper selection of the emitter length and designing the equivalent RLC circuit at the input to resonate at the operating frequency by choosing the values of the added emitter and base series inductances [3].

The schematic and its equivalent circuit are shown in Figure 2. The input impedance of the LNA is given by [4]:

\[
Z_{IN} = \frac{g_m L_E}{C_\pi} + j \omega L_E + \frac{1}{j \omega C_\pi} = \omega L_E + j \omega L_E + \frac{1}{j \omega C_\pi}. \tag{1a}
\]

The forward gain can be derived from the voltage gain which is the combination of the gain through the input matching network and the gain of the transistor and is given by

\[
S_{21} = 2 \cdot A_{v,IMN} \cdot G_M \cdot Z_L
= 2 \cdot \frac{Z_{EQ}}{Z_{LB} + R_s + Z_{LE}} \cdot \frac{g_m Z_L}{(1 + g_m Z_{LE})}, \tag{1b}
\]

where \(Z_{EQ}\) is the equivalent RLC circuit seen looking into the base of the transistor and \(Z_{LB}\) and \(Z_{LE}\) are the impedances of the inductors including a parasitic series resistance. Following a derivation similar to the one in [6] the noise factor can be represented by

\[
F = 1 + \frac{\frac{v_{LB}^2}{v_s^2} + \frac{v_{LE}^2}{v_s^2} + \frac{v_{ce}^2}{v_s^2} + |Z_{LB} + R_s|^2 \cdot i_{ce}^2}{v_s^2}, \tag{1c}
\]
where \(v_{LB}\) and \(v_{LE}\) are the noise generators of the parasitic resistance in the inductors and \(v_{ce}\) and \(i_{ce}\) are the well known common-emitter transistor noise sources. In (1b) and (1c) \(C_\mu\) has been neglected consistent with the derivation of the input impedance in [4].

A LNA was designed to operate at 5 GHz and achieved a simulated gain of 16 dB, \(S_{11}\) of less than -12 dB and maximum NF of 3 dB using this configuration.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Figure 2. High frequency equivalent circuit at the base of an inductively degenerated common-emitter amplifier [5].}
\end{align*}
\]

2.2 **LC-ladder and capacitive shunt-shunt feedback**

The LC-ladder and capacitive shunt-shunt feedback configuration shown in Figure 3 is a relatively new LNA configuration introduced recently [6] in an attempt to overcome certain shortcomings identified in conventional wideband LNA implementations [7]. The configuration relies on a fourth order band-pass filter at the input to realize a desired equivalent input impedance over a theoretically arbitrary bandwidth. The series capacitance and resistance in the latter part of this ladder filter results from the Miller-impedance of the feedback capacitance and load resistance in the first stage.

The simplified expressions for the characteristics under investigation, where \(Z_{L1}\) and \(Z_{L2}\) are the impedances of the inductors including a series parasitic resistance, are [6]:

\[
\begin{align*}
Z_{\mu \omega} &= j\omega L_l \left[ \frac{1}{j\omega C_l} \left( j\omega L_2 + \frac{1}{j\omega C_1 + (1 + g_m R_{L1})(C_{\mu1} + C_F)} \right) + \frac{1}{g_m} \left[ 1 + \frac{C_{\mu1}}{C_{\mu1} + C_F} \right] \right], \\
S_{21} &= \frac{2Z_s R_{L1} \left( R_s + \frac{1}{j\omega C_{\mu1} + j\omega C_F} \right) \left( g_m + R_{L1} g_m \right)}{R_s \left( Z_s + j\omega L_2 + \frac{1}{j\omega C_2} + R_s \right) \left( 1 + j\omega R_{L1} \left( C_{\mu1} + C_{F1} + C_{L1} \right) \right)},
\end{align*}
\]

(2a) (2b)
\[
F = 1 + \left[ \left( \frac{1}{|Z_s|^2} + \frac{Z_{L2}}{Z_s} \right)^2 \cdot |\omega C_F|^2 \right]^{1/2} + \left[ \frac{Z_{L2}}{Z_s} \right]^2 + \frac{v_{11}^2}{|Z_{L1}|^2} + \frac{v_{12}^2}{|Z_s|^2} \right] \frac{R_s^2}{v_{rs}^2}, \quad (2c)
\]

where \( Z_s = \left( \frac{1}{R_s} + \frac{1}{Z_{L1}} + j\omega C_1 \right)^{-1} \).

\[(2d)\]

A LNA operating over the arbitrary band from 0.8 GHz to 6 GHz was designed with a simulated gain of 18 dB, an \( S_{11} \) less than -8 dB and maximum NF of 4.5 dB using the design equations presented in [6] and the noise optimization method from [8].

![Schematic of the LC-ladder and capacitive shunt-shunt feedback LNA configuration. The inductive load of the second stage is used to flatten the gain [6].](image)

**Figure 3.** Schematic of the LC-ladder and capacitive shunt-shunt feedback LNA configuration. The inductive load of the second stage is used to flatten the gain [6].

### 3. Methodology

The simulations were done using the Cadence Virtuoso analogue environment. The latest version 2.24 of HICUM/L2 was used with device emitter dimensions of 0.2 \( \mu \text{m} \times 12 \mu \text{m} \). An OCEAN script was used to automate the variation of the individual model parameters. Each model parameter was varied by \( \pm 10\% \) and \( \pm 20\% \) and the frequency sweep of the \( S_{21}, S_{11} \) and NF characteristics were recorded.

Subsequently post processing was done in Matlab. The deviation (\( \Delta \)) of the response (\( \text{data} \)), due to one of the four variations (\( \nu \)) in a parameter (\( \nu \)), from the reference case (\( \text{ref} \)) was calculated over the frequency band of interest using

\[
\Delta_{\nu}(f) = \frac{\text{ref}(f) - \text{data}_{\nu}(f)}{\text{normalization factor}}, \quad (3)
\]
where the normalization factor is one for the case of ±10 % deviation and two for ±20 % deviation.

Five frequency points at equal intervals over the frequency band of interest were selected and the sensitivity ($\sigma'$) at these frequencies calculated as the average deviation from the reference as a percentage using

$$
\sigma'_p(f_n) = \frac{\sum_{v=1}^{4} \Delta_{p,v}(f_n)}{4 \cdot \text{ref}(f_n)} \times 100.
$$

(4)

The final deviations given in the results are the averages of the deviations calculated at these five selected frequencies given by

$$
\sigma_p = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{5} \sigma'_p(f_n)}{5}.
$$

(5)

4. Results

The simulated gain ($S_{21}$), input reflection coefficient ($S_{11}$) and NF plots of the two LNAs were investigated. The following subsections present a comparison of the sensitivity between the parameters for which the sensitivity was the highest.

4.1 Inductive emitter degeneration LNA

Since the input matching of the emitter degenerated configuration depends largely on the transistor characteristics, most notably the emitter length, current gain and base emitter capacitance, the performance of this LNA, and especially the $S_{11}$, is very sensitive to transistor model parameter variations. The variations in the performance of this configuration are shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Comparison of the sensitivity of the inductively emitter degenerated LNA performance to the most sensitive HICUM model parameters.

The input impedance of the LNA is given by [3]

\[
Z_{IN} = j \omega L_B + j \omega L_E (1 + \beta_{RF}) + \frac{1}{j \omega C_\pi}
\]

\[
= j \omega L_B + j \omega L_E (1 - j \frac{\omega}{\omega_T}) + \frac{1}{j \omega C_\pi},
\]

\[
= j \omega (L_B + L_E) + \frac{1}{j \omega C_\pi} + \omega_T L_E
\]

which represents the equivalent series RLC circuit shown in Figure 2 including the inductor \(L_B\).

Equation (6a) indicates this dependence of \(S_{11}\) on the total base-emitter capacitance \(C_\pi\) and the transit frequency \(f_T = \omega_T/(2\pi)\) via the high frequency (HF) transistor current gain \(\beta_{RF}\). Changes in these values will cause the resonant frequency where a conjugate match is obtained to shift, and a change in the HF current gain also moves the equivalent resistance seen at this frequency away from 50 \(\Omega\).

Figure 4 shows that the \(v\text{dei}\) parameter, describing the internal base emitter built-in potential, causes a large change in the input matching compared to the corresponding base collector built-in potential parameter, \(v\text{dci}\), by translating directly into a change in the capacitance of the equivalent input RLC circuit. The series resistance parameters, and especially the \(\beta\)-multiplied emitter resistance \(r_e\), are also important as they are in series with this equivalent RLC circuit at the
base of the transistor and add to the equivalent resistance seen at the resonant frequency which is in fact given by

\[ Z_{IN} \approx j\omega L_B + j\omega L_E (1 - j\frac{\omega_r}{\omega}) + \frac{1}{j\omega C_p} + (r_b + (1 + \beta_{RF})r_c). \]  

(6b)

The deviations caused by \( v_{dei} \) and \( r_e \) are shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. Simulated gain, \( S_{11} \) and NF results of the inductively emitter degenerated LNA (\( f_0 = 5 \) GHz) showing the variations with \( v_{dei} \) and \( r_e \).](image)

Variations in the ideality factors \( m_{bei} \), \( m_{bep} \), \( m_{rei} \) and \( m_{rep} \) result in a very large direct change in corresponding diode currents. Since it is unlikely that these ideality factors will be extracted with inaccuracies as large as \( \pm 10\% \), the effect of variations in the final \( (m-1) \) value are shown instead. This gives a better indication of the effect of reasonable extraction errors for these parameters, which is seen to be relatively small.

Since the parameter \( mCf \) is physically supposed to be 1 it was not varied. An exception to this rule are GaAs HBTs when the GICCR based transfer current relation alone is no longer accurate. For the investigated 50 GHz process the value should however be 1, and deviations in \( g_m \) are captured properly by changes in \( c10 \) and \( qp0 \).

Modelling of the minority charge is an important aspect in bipolar transistors. In HICUM the operating point dependent minority charge stored in a forward biased (vertical) transistor can be determined from the device transit time \( \tau_f \) by the simple integration
\[ Q_f = \int_0^{i_0} \tau_f di, \]  

which shows the direct link between transit time and the minority charge. Figure 4 and Figure 6 demonstrates the same showing the very large effect of \( t_0 \), the low current forward transit time, on the input matching.

![Emitter degenerated LNA, \( t_0 \) varied](image)

Figure 6. Simulated gain, \( S_{11} \) and NF results of the inductively emitter degenerated LNA (\( f_0 = 5 \text{ GHz} \)) showing the variations with \( t_0 \).

Other important HICUM parameters are \( c10 \), which is related to the saturation current (\( I_s \)) by the relation \( c10 = I_s \cdot q\rho_0 \), and \( q\rho_0 \), which is the zero-bias hole charge of the transistor. These parameters change the transconductance and base-emitter diffusion capacitance. Their effect on transistor performance is especially relevant to the \( S_{11} \) and \( S_{21} \) as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 7.
Figure 7. Simulated gain, $S_{11}$ and NF results of the inductively emitter degenerated LNA ($f_0 = 5$ GHz) showing the variations with $c10$ and $qp0$.

The base-emitter and base-collector related capacitance components $cjci0$, $cjcx0$, $cjei0$ and $cjep0$ also cause significant deviation; the most discernible of these deviations are caused by $cjei0$ and $cjcx0$ which are shown in Figure 8. The effect of the base-emitter capacitance parameters is again explained by their relevance to the resonant frequency of the equivalent RLC circuit. The cause of the change with variation in the base-collector capacitance however is not apparent from the design equations since $C_\mu$ is neglected in their derivation. While this simplifies the design it has been pointed out that the presence of a Miller-capacitance at the input does have a significant influence on the matching [9] which is corroborated by these results.

Figure 8. Simulated gain, $S_{11}$ and NF results of the inductively emitter degenerated LNA ($f_0 = 5$ GHz) showing the variations with $cjei0$ and $cjcx0$. 


The gain is mostly affected by the same parameters as the $S_{11}$, albeit to a much smaller extent. The NF shows again smaller deviations, and is affected most by the series resistance parameters $rbi0$, $rbx$ and $re$, which causes thermal noise in the transistor.

The variation in circuit performance with temperature is seen from the variation of the model parameter $dt$ which describes the temperature change in a particular transistor with respect to the chip temperature.

4.2 *LC-ladder and capacitive shunt-shunt feedback LNA*

The LC-ladder and capacitive shunt-shunt feedback configuration is much less dependent on the transistor characteristics since the input matching is largely determined by the LC-ladder and the feedback capacitor value. Comparing Figure 4 and Figure 9 shows that the maximum sensitivity of this configuration is approximately four times smaller than that of the emitter degenerated LNA, and apart from the base and emitter resistances few parameters show a sensitivity of more than 0.3 %. Figure 10 shows the performance of the reference case and the deviations due to the $re$ model parameter which is the only parameter that results in a discernable deviation.

![Figure 9. Comparison of the sensitivity of the LC-ladder and capacitive shunt-shunt feedback LNA performance to the most sensitive HICUM model parameters.](image-url)
Figure 10. Simulated gain, $S_{11}$ and NF results of the LC-ladder and capacitive shunt-shunt feedback LNA operating over the 0.8 GHz to 6 GHz band with variations caused by $re$.

The frequency range over which a conjugate match is achieved is determined by the passive components making up the LC-ladder filter according to [6]

$$L_1 \approx \frac{R_S}{2\pi f_L} \quad \text{and} \quad C_2 \approx \frac{1}{2\pi f_L R_S}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(8a)}

$$L_2 \approx \frac{R_S}{2\pi f_H} \quad \text{and} \quad C_1 \approx \frac{1}{2\pi f_H R_S}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(8b)}

where $f_H$ and $f_L$ denote the high and low corner frequencies of the matched band. Since all these passives except $C_2$ are actual passive components (refer to Figure 3) the input matching is largely independent of variations in the transistor parameters. The series capacitance ($C_2$) and the equivalent input resistance seen over the matched band are derived from the equivalent Miller-impedance given by [6]

$$Z_M = \frac{1}{j\omega C_{BC} (1 + g_m R_L)} + \frac{R_L}{1 + g_m R_L} \left( 1 + \frac{C_L}{C_{BC}} \right).$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(9)}

In (9) $C_{BC}$ is the parallel combination of the added feedback capacitance ($C_f$) and the intrinsic base-collector capacitance ($C_{\mu}$) and $g_m$ is the transconductance of the first transistor. $C_L$ is the total
node capacitance at the output of the first stage excluding $C_{BC}$ but including other parasitic
capacitances and any capacitance added to tune the input matching. Complete design equations can
be found in [6] and [8].

Figure 9 shows that the parameters relating to the depletion capacitances such as $v_{DEI}$, $c_{JEX0}$
and $c_{JEI0}$ have a very small influence on the performance, especially compared to the emitter
degenerated case. Although these parasitics are absorbed in the design of the matching network, $C_F$
is typically much larger than $C_U$ and $C_M$ dominates in the parallel combination with the base-emitter
capacitance ($C_a$) to realize $C_2$; this reduces the sensitivity to changes in the intrinsic capacitances.

Since the matching does not rely on the beta-multiplication of an added emitter impedance
this configuration is also less sensitive to changes in the base transit time, modelled by $t_0$, and other
HF current gain related parameters. The overall gain however does remain important in generating
the required Miller-impedance in (9) and as such these parameters have some impact on the
performance.

The parameters showing the highest sensitivity are those describing the series resistances.
This is especially true of the NF since it is affected most by the equivalent common-emitter voltage
noise [8] which is generated by the series resistances at the base (modelled by $r_{Bx}$ and $r_{B10}$) and emitter (modelled by $r_e$) according to [10]

$$
\overline{v_{CE}^2} = 4kT \left( r_b + r_e + \frac{1}{2g_m} \right).
$$

Since the emitter resistance is beta-multiplied and in series with the series part of the
equivalent input circuit, it has the largest effect on input matching of all parameters in Figure 9;
together with the base resistance it changes the equivalent input resistance to

$$
R_{BE} = \frac{R_L}{(1 + g_m R_L)} \left( 1 + \frac{C_L}{C_{BC}} \right) \left( \frac{C_M}{C_a + C_M} \right)^2 + (1 + \beta) r_e + r_b.
$$

The emitter resistance also affects the gain due to the emitter degeneration it provides.
5. Conclusion
The sensitivities of an inductively degenerated LNA and a LC-ladder and capacitive feedback LNA to the individual HICUM parameters have been investigated. Varying the parameters used in modelling the depletion capacitances and high-frequency current gain had a large impact on the emitter degenerated LNA since its design relies on leveraging the transistor characteristics. In the LC-ladder and capacitive feedback case these were, however, less important as its design relies more on the passive components in the ladder filter and feedback network.

The series resistance parameters had a large impact on both LNA configurations. In the case of the emitter degenerated LNA the effect on the input matching was most prominent as these resistances occur in series with the input impedance. In the LC-ladder and capacitive feedback case the NF showed the largest sensitivity since the NF is dominated by the transistor voltage noise.

This work indicates that the LNA topology selected for a particular application is very important with regards to sensitivity. One might, for example, expect a narrow-band LNA such as the one in [4], which also relies on a Miller-impedance to realize matching, to be similarly insensitive to transistor gain variations; while an LC-ladder implementation relying on beta-multiplication of an emitter impedance [11] might be more sensitive than the LC-ladder and capacitive shunt-shunt feedback technique. It should be noted, though, that the process variations of passive components can be quite high and as such all techniques should receive due consideration. Unfortunately the results of this work do not provide a clear means of improving the sensitivity of designs using these configurations as is, since the design process and final component values are determined by the LNA specifications.

The objective of this work was to find out which group of HICUM model parameters causes the highest sensitivity in the designed LNAs, and thus needs to be extracted with the highest accuracy. It also indicates the sensitivity of the LNA performance to other model parameters where the required accuracy may not be as high. This work, therefore, presents the sensitivity of LNA performance to model parameters which may have been extracted inaccurately, and also provides
valuable information in determining what level of accuracy that should be required for each parameter.

It would also be interesting to determine which process variations have the largest impact on the performance of these LNAs. The investigation of these effects requires the accurate representation of model parameter correlation to common process parameters. The associated results will indicate which process variations are most crucial to reduce and also indicate where the configurations should be extended to make them more robust to such variations. This can be investigated in a future study. This work should also be extended to include the sensitivity of other common circuits like voltage controlled oscillators and power amplifiers to determine which parameters are the most sensitive in general.
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